
I have written a simple render process which populates a text field with the user’s name 

who has initiated the process. This is very useful in populating forms such as 

TimeOffRequest, Expense Report, and Helpdesk Ticket. All these forms usually have a 

field which needs to be populated with the name of the person submitting the request. 

Once the person submits the form it usually goes to the manager. When manager gets the 

form and opens it, the name of the person initiating the process should still be populated. 

To do this I used the TaskStatusID to determine if the Task is an initial task or not. In live 

cycle lingua franca a Task is said to be initial if the Task Status ID is = 1. This 

means the process is being initiated and there is no current 
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Some Common LiveCycle Terms 

 To Do item in the users To Do List 

 a Task – Starting a process by clicking on the Start process

a activity – Same as initiating a task 

ng a Task – After a form is filled the user hits the “Complete

 – A string representing the name of the form such as “Time

Root URI – Where are your forms stored viz repository aka 
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